BOSSC
Initial Exchange Offering
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BOSSC

IEO
20/JUN

2,000,000,000 BOSSC

20/JUN

We thought that the convenience, transparency, and peace
of mind of the service would be impossible unless the price
of the token were stable when it was exchanged in the
online game platform.
As a result of the market analysis based on that, We issue 2
billion tokens, which is the most stable price and
a critical factor when considering supply and demand.

Starting with the Bell Wood exchange, it will be listed
on Crypt currency exchanges around the world and
begin to be handled as IEO. In this period, we will
appeal 50% of the issues to investors around the
globe and potential customers of online gaming that
we will be entering.

Commencement of
operations 30/JUL
It adds live functionality to its unique online casino
platform and delivers real-time coverage of Various card
games including blackjack and Baccarat. With the launch
of the official version, we aim to further expand the market
by mobilising a large number of ethnic and multilingual
speakers to provide services to the world.

FIRST LAUNCH SALE

20/JUN - 15/JUL

To celebrate the issue of BOSSC and the anniversary of listing on the cryptocurrency exchange,
exclusive sales will be conducted at each cryptocurrency exchange at a price lower than the listed price.
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BOSSC will go
public at Bell Wood

20/JUN
BOSSC will go public at Bell Wood
first. At the same time, we plan to list
on cryptocurrency exchanges
around the world.
We will increase liquidity by listing
BOSSC on major exchanges around
the world,
starting with the first exchange that
will be listed to make BOSSC a
token specialised in
the convenience that can be
exchanged for any cryptocurrency.

SECOND LAUNCH SALE

15/JUL - 30/JUL

To celebrate the issue of BOSSC and the anniversary of listing on the
cryptocurrency exchange, exclusive sales will be conducted at each cryptocurrency
exchange at a price lower than the listed price.

β version to start

"pre-opening."

20/JUL
Launch beta version of its online casino platform. There will be 18 slots, five jackpot
games, a typical table game, and the Beta edition will start for those who have
owned BOSSC during the IEO period. We will create a special team to solve the
problem for this effort and be ready to respond quickly and fix any issues.

